
CTM Solutions Projects 2011

           REFERENCES   OBJECTIVES   
CTM BONUS

  
    

April - June 2011   
    -  The creation of server-based 3D infrastructure for the Mundocom FX (Publicis group) 
    -  CTM installed very powerful centralized server by SCALE OUT for a shared platform of 60 graphic artists 

  
    -   CTM managed the total project 
    -  installation of a new IT infrastructure with an Isilon EMC 6 nœuds of the latest generation IQX200 – 96 
    -  Technical hand-over and starting-up assistance

    -  Due dates respected

  
    

PRODUCTIONS

April - August 2011

  
    -  T he migration to HD by way of tapeless workflow at their site post production Filiére Production 
    -  Filiere Production became the Post production site that regouped all the external sites of France Television 
    -  T otal refurbishment and renewal of the Bordeaux, Lille, Toulouse, Lyon, Marseille, Rennes sites 
    -  Supplying of all the work stations, ingest stations, encoding stations, server Avid ISIS 5000, and fileexchangers 

  
    -  CTM managed and fulfilled the entire projection 
    -  CTM planned and oversaw the entire installation 
    -  CTM Installed and configured the six different sites and provided the necessary training using our facilities 
    -  CTM installed and deployed the regional stations 
    -  CTM put in place the technical support organization 
    -  C TM brought together differnent workflows from different suppliers (Avid, Apple, Adobe, Merging Technologie, Telestream, Cisco..) and made them work together 
    -  CTM complied to all the specifications and deadlines of the project 
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May  - July 2011   
    -  The conception, engineering, and deployment of the new 100% football-based French Television station 
    -  A 100% tape-less workflow from ingest to broadcaster 

  
    -  CTM planned and oversaw the entire installation of a 100% tapeless TV channel 
    -  CTM designed the file workflown and mediaflow 
    -  CTM installed and deployed the regional stations 
    -  CTM put in place the technical support organization 
    -  CTM brought together differnent workflows from different suppliers (Avid, Apple, Adobe, Merging Technologie, Telestream, Cisco..) and made them work together 
    -  CTM complied to all the specifications and deadlines of the project

  
     

June  - July 2011

  
    -  The modernization of the entire Post-Production platform 
    -  Propose a workable shared secure storage with variable sizing adapted to the in-coming productions 
    -  Migration to High Definition starting with a workable based on tapeless aquisition 
    -  Installation of a solution SAN respecting the existing procedures and processes at RTS 

  
    -  CTM designed and manage the entire project 
    -  CTM Pre-install, configuration, and tests of the  project done at our facilities 
    -  CTM Installation and configuration at Geneva 
    -  CTM Installation of a Avid SAN ISIS 5000 192TB 
    -  CTM Put in place the entire support structure 

    -  CTM Managed and intregrated the new toolset within the existing infrastructure at RTS 

    -  CTM repected the specifications and timeliness of the project 
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July - August 2011   
    -  Migration of the Existing Post-Production System to the new HD format 
    -  Reworking of the video hub with replacement of the equipement racks for HD equipement 
    -  Complete installation of an editing workgroup, ingest facilities, Avid Unity 5 extended capacity 

  
    -  CTM designed and managed the entire project 
    -  CTM organized and planned the implementation of the project 
    -  CTM installed and handed-over the working Project 
    -  CTM designed the support structure for the project 
    -  CTM complied to all the specifications and deadlines of the project 

  
     

SERVICE DES SPORTS

July - August 2011

  
    -  Upgrade of the Post-Production facilities to Avid ISIS 7000 and Avid Interplay 
    -  Migration to HD and reorientation of the different PostProduction segments 
    -  Development of an infrastructure to accomodate 30 Avid systems, 2 ProTools, a EVT hub and a EVT ingest pole 

  
    -  CTM managed the entire project 
    -  CTM oversaw the intregration of the Avid Avid ISIS 7000, Avid Interplay, AVS and Cisco systems 
    -  CTM  oversaw the mangement, protection, and migration of the all their Media files 
    -  CTM installed the Cisco networking system at the heart of the project 
    -  CTM installed and intergrated the Avid interplay clusters 
    -  CTM complied to all the specifications and deadlines of the project
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